Component-based software development relies fundamentally on the quality of the components of which a system is composed and their configuration, yet little technology exists for component-based quality assurance. To predictably and reliably build complex systems by composing components, components must be analyzed not only independently but also in the context of their connection to other components. Analysis should be coordinated, therefore, at a higher level of abstraction — e.g., at the software architecture level, where components, connectors, and their configuration are better understood and intellectually tractable.

ARGUS-I is a comprehensive set of specification-based analysis tools focusing on both the component and architecture levels. ARGUS-I facilitates iterative and evolvable analysis during architectural specification and implementation. Both structural and behavioral analyses are accomplished by a synergistic combination of static and dynamic techniques. While static analysis can, for instance, detect incompatibility between the data exchanged between components and verify architectural adherence to design heuristics and style rules, dynamic analysis may be required for revealing defects in the dynamic component interaction and communication behavior between components.

The current version of ARGUS-I works with software architectures in the C2-style but augments the C2 architecture description with component behavior specification described by Statecharts. Some of the most important analysis capabilities of ARGUS-I are briefly described hereon.

**Component Specification Analysis**
Component-level specification analyses are performed statically (verifying interface consistency and the relationship to the statechart behavior specification) and dynamically (evaluating component behavior through statechart simulation).

**Architecture Specification Analysis**
Architecture-level specification analyses are performed statically (verifying structural and behavioral dependencies among components) and dynamically (evaluating the architecture configuration through simulations).

**Static structural analysis** performs type checking and internal consistency checking over the component interface specification, revealing inconsistencies such as interfaces not mapped to an operation (and vice-versa) and parameter mapping mismatches.

**Static behavioral analysis** over each component’s statechart checks not only the statechart syntax and semantics, but also state reachability and consistency between the component’s interface and the statechart. Moreover, **dynamic behavioral analysis** enables execution of the component’s statechart based upon event traces defined by the software architect, facilitating early discovery of problems in the component’s behavioral specification.

ARGUS-I, the “all-seeing”, had one hundred eyes, at least some of which were always awake and watching. ARGUS-I was known for having killed the remarkable bull that ravaged Arcadia. After ARGUS-I was slain, Hera placed his eyes on the feathers of the peacock.
Simulation of the architecture specification serves widely variant objectives, such as discovering design errors, optimizing or fine-tuning a system, or simply better understanding a complex system through analysis. In ARGUS-I, the main purpose of simulating the architecture specification is to detect problems early in the architecture design and to evaluate its performance. Simulations are based on the components’ behavior as specified by their statecharts and the architecture configuration. Traces can be visualized both graphically and textually. Statistical measures can be visualized and distinct simulations can be compared.

Dynamic Component Analysis
Component-level dynamic analysis is performed by testing components to reveal inconsistencies between the implemented component and its statechart specification.

Dynamic behavioral analysis is accomplished by state-based component testing using DAS-BOOT. With DAS-BOOT, the developer/tester can verify the behavior of a Java class based on and against its statechart description, which models the class behavior. Test drivers are generated, which execute the code and compare test results to the statechart behavior.

Dynamic Architecture Analysis
Architecture-level dynamic analysis is important to verify and analyze whether all components behave as specified when integrated. In ARGUS-I, dynamic architecture analysis is based on architecture debugging, monitoring, and dynamic conformance verification between specification and implementation.

The ROSATEA tools are research prototypes, some of which have been successfully transitioned into use on real projects, but not yet as commercial systems. These tools were developed by the Research Organization for Specification- and Architecture-based Testing (ROSATEA), as well as its software, is available at: http://www.ics.uci.edu/~rosatea/
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While debugging and monitoring, the developer can visualize event traces at both architectural and component levels, as well as setting breakpoints at the component ports and removing/adding/modifying message events. Statistical measures about message traffic are made available.

Conformance verification between architecture specification (configuration) and implementation (integrated components) is performed in relation to both component interface and behavior. During execution, interface conformance is verified by comparing messages and parameters, while behavioral conformance is verified by comparing system behavior to a parallel execution of the state machines specified for the components.